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Friday January 25th 2019

Year 6 Home learning Letter

This week the children have been challenging themselves in mathematics developing their skills of
multiplication and division , you might like to see what a few of the children said about their learning
on the class webpage this week.
As before, I have set some home learning for the class and it is arranged to enable children to pick the
stage that they are comfortable working at independently and designed to allow them to revisit their
week’s learning. Please let me know if your child wasn’t able to access the activities set and more
support will be provided.
For English this week the children will be bringing home their CGP books (Remember answers are in
the back) and they will be looking at Sentence punctuation Page 36.
In Mathematics the children will be working on page 10 -Written Multiplication. By the end of year 6
we want all of the children to be able to multiply 4 digit by 2 digit numbers, some children are very
confident at present and some are still developing this skill. Have a go and please don’t worry if some
of the questions are too difficult, we will continue to work on this. For those who love a challenge try
these:
9876x 786=
136..78 x 37=
Spellings this week are:
CHALLENGE Words: We will be focussing on developing a wide and varied vocabulary
to support reading and writing in Year 6. Children will be collecting new words in class
each week and we will have some in our spelling list too.
For everyone to learn at least five of these:
ough words

New vocabulary:

rough

cough

susurrate

tough

bough

saturate

enough

plough

undulate

thought

fought

through

ought

dough

although

Topic Project: Children to continue working on their personal WW2 topic projects, to be handed in
next half term. In Mathematics the children have been focussing on multiplication and division and
continue to be reminded of the importance of knowing all of their times tables by heart up to 12x12
I hope that you all have a great weekend and I look forward to seeing you again on Monday and as
ever I am always here if you need to chat about anything related to your child’s time in year 6.
Kind regards S.J. McCarthy-Patmore
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